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Introduction

Many technological concepts for an alternative aluminium production process have been developed
during the last century, because the still utilized Hall-Héroult process is one of the most energy and
CO2 intensive industrial processes. However no basic approach was able to prevail in industrial
scale. The most promising alternative process is still the carbothermic reduction of alumina, which
has been investigated by several companies and researchers. The greatest challenges are the extensive aluminium volatilization occurring at high reaction temperatures, the complicated backreaction and carbide formation mechanisms as well as critical reactor design issues.
To lower the aluminium activity it is helpful to include a “carrier” metal like silicon into the reduction process. Co-reduction of the oxides reduces vaporization of both aluminium and silicon by
forming an AlSi master alloy. A successful further development of such a carbothermic reduction
process implicates a sustainable improvement in the primary aluminium production with significantly less energy consumption, reduced GHG emissions and lower investment costs.
In previous investigations at IME, RWTH Aachen University, first experiments of creating an AlSi
master alloy out of an oxide residue of Al-slag-treatment were conducted. The collaborative research project “ENEXAL” has resumed this idea, but with carbothermic reduction of technical pure
raw materials. The present work presents the experimental validation in a small scale Lab-EAF
(25 kW) of a previous performed theoretical thermodynamic study with Fact Sage 6.2 software.
Different modes of operation, initial system compositions and reducing agents were considered as
parameter for the investigation. To prove the quality of the AlSi-alloy chemical analysis were done
as well as structure analysis.
The full paper will be published immediately after the conference in World of Metallurgy as peer
reviewed paper.
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T
Thermoddynamicc study – Supprressing the
t activvity of liiquid
aluminiuum

The idea oof utilizing a metal bath
h to reduce the activity
y of metallicc aluminium
m has been explored inn
the work oof ROBERT
T FRANK [1],
[ in whicch a processs for using a tin or coppper bath to
o collect thee
metallic aluuminium was
w proposed
d. The dissoolved alumiinium in thee metal bathh has signifiicantly low-er activity,, therefore drastically diminishingg the exten
nt of vaporizzation, oxyc
ycarbide formation andd
back-reactiions. Howeever such prrocesses re quire the continuous processing
p
aand recycling of largee
copper or ttin volumes which rend
der the proccess unattracctive for ind
dustrial appllication.
To producee an industrrially viablee process thhe use of sm
mall amountts of siliconn is examineed as an al-ternative rooute for thee direct prod
duction of A
Al-Si masteer alloys. All-Si alloys aare used in casting ap-plication w
which approoximately acccount for 330% of all Aluminium
A
m utilization in 2010 [2]. Alumini-um and Siilicon are elements
e
with similar chemical behaviour.
b
Silicon oxiide reacts with
w carbonn
according tto
SiO2 + 2C = Si(l) + 2C
CO(g

(1)

which accoording to sim
mple thermodynamic ccalculations is possible above 17000oC as at th
hat tempera-0
ture it has a free Gibbbs energy po
otential ΔG
G =-10896 J (using FactSage 6.2 sooftware[3]). Similar too
m is compliicated by th
he formatioon of Silico
on carbidess
alumina caarbothermicc reduction the system
(SiC) and ssilicon vapoorization as silicon subboxide (SiO
O). To modeel the effect of silicon oxide
o
in thee
carbotherm
mic reductioon of alumin
na system thhe following
g initial molar composiition is used
d in.
3-X Al2O3 + X SiO2 + 9-X C, witth X ranginng from 0 to
o3

(2)

The abovee compositioon is stoich
hiometric inn carbon forr all values of X. The calculated recovery
r
off
Aluminium
m in the liquuid metal ph
hase at therm
modynamicc equilibrium
m is presentted in Figure 1.

Figure 1:
Predicttion of molaar aluminiuum recovery
y rates in liquid metal phase at various tem-peratures aand for diffeerent Si:Al molar
m
ratioss in the systtem
2
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The maxim
mum Aluminium recov
very1 is in syystems with
h Si:Al molaar ratio betw
ween 0.25 and
a 0.35, orr
with X rannging from 1 to 1.15, signifying that indeed
d in such co
oncentrationn, silicon addition cann
increase thhe aluminium
m metal yieeld.
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E
Experimental Seetup

The lab-scale electric arc furnacee in IME is operating in
i single-ph
hase alternaating curren
nt mode andd
has a barreel capacity of
o 6 l. Schem
matic of thee setup is sh
hown in Figure 2. The ffurnace vessel consistss
of a steel jaacket, whicch is lined with
w a ramm
ming mass (ttype is use-o
oriented). Inn the condu
ucted exper-iments a hheat-resistannce light-w
weight conccrete is ado
opted composed of 944 % Al2O3. The waterr
cooled botttom electrode consistin
ng of coppeer is embed into the ram
mming masss, in which the temper-ature moniitoring is veery importan
nt in order nnot to risk partial
p
meltin
ng of the eleectrode.
As top elecctrode it is possible to use a full ggraphite eleectrode or a hollow eleectrode with
h 50 mm inn
diameter. IIn the conduucted experiments a fuull graphite electrode
e
was
w used. Thhe top electrrode is con-tinuously aadjustable by
b a hydrau
ulic system
m as well ass tiltable forr casting. A welding transformer
t
r
makes secoondary voltaage of 120-700 A and iinduced currrent of 20-7
70 V availaable.

Figure 2:

Schemee of the setu
up of IME llabscale EA
AF

A graphitee crucible iss locked into
o position aabove a cok
ke bed to en
nsure a condductive con
nnection be-tween cruccible and coopper bottom
m electrode . Advantagees of the graphite cruciibles are in addition too

1

Molar Alum
minium recovvery or yield is calculated as moles of aluminium prresent in the lliquid metal phase
p
to totall
moles of alum
minium presennt in all phasees of the system
m
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high temperature stability and prevention of chemical reaction between initial material and refractory material, especially a simple exchangeability.
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Carbothermic reduction of technical pure alumina with silica

By co-reduction of alumina and silica it is possible to limit the Al4C3 formation and to produce an
Al-Si master alloy with relatively low vapour pressure, without changing the basic furnace design.
First experiments have already shown that the reduction process can be controlled much more
properly in the laboratory electric arc furnace contrary to alumina reduction alone. Additionally the
physical and chemical properties of the pellets could be improved compared to previous pellets. To
increase the purity of the AlSi-alloy technical grade alumina and silica were used as raw material
combined with ca. 7 % corn starch as binder and lignite coke and wood charcoal as reducing agent.
Aim of the first experiments was to investigate the influence of different Si:Al ratios described in
chapter 2, different reducing agends and different modes of operation.
After changing to wood charcoal as reducing agent, a different course of action regarding the feeding, a longer melting time, but a shorter time on temperature we received a visible aluminium looking melting phase with a characteristic melting “skin”.

a)
Figure 3:

b)
a) Visible aluminium melting “skin” during solidification process; b) more stable
pellets during solidification process

Compared to all previous experiments a completely liquid melting pool was always created at the
end of the last five experiments. Besides sampling during solidification the crucible was removed
from the furnace below a temperature of 1000 °C and cast in a mould. Beneath this temperature the
solubility of carbon in liquid aluminium is practically nil [4], so that the melt could be cast without
difficulties.
For quality control all smelting products were checked with diverse analysing methods. Overall the
expectations to get a more simple process with the implementation of silicon as carrier metal were
fully met. After a few initial difficulties the process of carbothermic co-reduction of alumina and
silica could be improved successively. The obtained product is an Al-Si alloy with a silicon content
in the range of 20-40 wt.-% of acceptable quality. After successful conduction of the experiments in
4
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a labscale EAF it is necessary to check the feasibility of the process in a bigger furnace. Furthermore a controlled tapping and solidification process is helpful to refine the AlSi-alloy.
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